Java Jive

For SATB* a cappella

Note: It is strongly recommended that you listen to the Manhattan Transfer's rendition of this song from their album "Manhattan Transfer".

Arranged by KIRBY SHAW

Performance Time: Approx. 2:40

Words by MILTON DRAKE

Music by BEN OAKLAND

“Available for SATB and SAB”
I love the java jive and it loves me. 
Coffee and tea and the 

I love the java jive and it loves me. 
Coffee and tea and the 

I love the java jive and it loves me. 
Coffee and tea and the 

I love the java jive and it loves me. 
Coffee and tea and the 

I love the java jive and it loves me. 
Coffee and tea and the 

I love the java jive and it loves me. 
Coffee and tea and the 

ja-va and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup! Boy! I love ja-va 

ja-va and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup! Boy! I love ja-va 

ja-va and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup! I love ja-va 

ja-va and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup! I love ja-va 

ja-va and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup! I love ja-va
Whoops! Mister Moto, I'm a coffee pot.

Whoops! Mister Moto, I'm a coffee pot.

Whoops! Mister Moto, I'm a coffee pot.

Shoot me the pot and I'll pour me a shot, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a
cup! Oh slip me a slug from that wonderful mug and

I'll cut a rug 'til I'm snug in a jug. A slice of onion and a raw one,
I love tea, I love the java jive and it loves me.
Coffee and tea — and the java and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup.

Whisper

Boy!

Soy beans,

Opt. solo

Boston beans,

I said those
Itty bitty little green beans,
you know dat

Spoken solo

Talk it boy!

I'm not keen about a bean, unless it is a cheery coffee bean. Boy!
Solo sigh
Yeah!

Yeah!

I love java — sweet and hot. — Whoops! Mis-ter Mo-to, I'm a

coffee pot. — Ya shoot me the pot, and I'll pour me a shot, a

oo ba day doh. Oo wah, oo wah wah
Doo oot doot doot, doo oot doot doot wah oo.

End solo

Oo slip me a slug... from that cup, a cup... a cup... a dat zam baz-zoh! Doo oot doot doot.

Doo oot doot doot.

Doo oot doot doot, doo oot doot doot wah oo.

gliss.

wonderful mug... and I'll cut a rug... that's snug in a jug... Drop...

doot doot doot, doo oot doot doot wah oo.

doot doot doot, doo oot doot doot wah oo.
Take it slow...

your nickel in my pot, Joe.

Tak-in' it slow.

End solo

* A humorous option; also lip-sync final note while bass soloist sings it!
I love the java jive and it loves me. Coffee and tea and the
I love the java jive and it loves me. Coffee and tea and the
I love the java jive and it loves me. Coffee and tea and the
I love the java jive and it loves me. A well coffee and tea and the

java and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup. Boy!
java and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup. Boy!
java and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup. Boy!
java and me, Yeah! Solo a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup. Boy!
java and me, a cup, a cup, a cup, a cup. Boy!
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